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Relevance of the topic: Speaking is considered to be an integral part of 

a language. It is necessary for communication and interaction with other 

people. Difficulties with expressing

own thoughts lead to less communication Active teaching methods help 

students to develop speaking skills and confidence to face real-life 

communicative situations

Research questions:

1. Will the students ' attitude to the lesson change after applying active 

teaching strategies?

2. Will the learning environment contribute to the development of teaching 

methods?

3. Will the students ' structured speaking skills improve with the use of 

KM strategies?

The Research  Hypothesis                                                                                                

is the use of active teaching methods will increase the effectiveness of the 

educational process if there specific situations involving the active use of 

dialogue forms are used

Methodology:

The main methods: Literature Review ,survey, data collection, 

interviewing, classroom observation ,qualitative analysis.

Lesson and students’ observation were conducted during three terms to 

define effectiveness of active teaching methods. Before starting the 

research, the questionnaire was conducted among the 8th grade students 

on which skill they find difficult and need to improve. Also, video 

recording of the students’ answers was held during the lesson. Data were 

collected using students’ writing papers and speaking tasks results, by 

terms’ achievements. 

https://youtu.be/tYMVLQ_Xhw8

Results

• My research has shown that teaching methods activities 

influence students’ motivation positively. They eagerly 

complete the tasks that require reasonable efforts to achieve 

educational goals. 

• Research achieved its aim as improving students ‘speaking 

abilities and the main issues of the research as overcoming 

students’ learning barriers, enlarging topical vocabulary, 

searching appropriate activities were found. 

Conclusion 

• The improvement in students speaking is represented in their 

academic performance within 1-3terms. The progress is 

significantly increased at the end of the third term when most 

of the students demonstrated good speaking results. In the 

future it is planned to develop students’ communicative skills 

and encourage their classroom’s and outside speaking without 

hesitation, speak with grammar and pronunciation literacy. 

Furthermore, I am going to find available ways in motivating 

students to develop their speaking skills. The result of 

students’ academic performance on speaking within 1-3 

academic terms demonstrate the effectiveness of the research 

methods

Research topic:

Enhancing students’ speaking skills by means of active teaching methods 

Objective: to find out whether practicing speaking activities in the classroom

improves learners’ verbal communication
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Research plan

➢ Viewing long-term plan and comprised medium 

term plan

➢ Observation of 8th E grade students 

➢ Interviewing students what skill they needed to 

develop and how they want to have lesson went on.

➢ Collecting data from different resources (Internet, 

observation sheets, teachers’ comments, students’ 

results). 

➢ Analyzing collected data. 

➢ Conclusion on the conducted research. 
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